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December 8, 2008 
 
 
 
 
Clerk of the Board 
California Air Resources Board 
1001 “I” Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
 
Members of the Air Resources Board: 
 
As a member of the North American Power Sweeping Association California Chapter I have been working 
with CARB staff to develop a workable solution that would allow our industry to survive the On Road 
Truck and Bus Rule.  The CARB staff has been courteous and professional.  They have listened to our input 
and made a number of positive changes that were not easy or quick to accomplish.  Staff has strived to 
understand our unique equipment and progressed significantly since we started this process. 
 
There are, however, still quite a few areas where we disagree.  Some are differences of degree, some are 
differences of fact.  If the consequences were not so harsh, we could agree to disagree.  As in other wheel 
based industries the question is not is this “painful yet achievable”, but rather is this survivable? 
 
Street Sweepers are unique vehicles.  Many have dual engines, dual steering and brimming with all sorts of 
electrical, mechanical and hydraulic apparatus.   Even if the space and safety challenges could be overcome, 
(which they have not yet), most re-powers and retrofits are times two, one for each engine.  New sweepers 
easily cost twice what a similar sized truck would be.  While all industries will struggle financially, street 
sweeping companies will feel twice the pain. 
 
CARB staff estimated in Appendix M that “For most companies, the cash flow would always remain 
positive except in a few key years.”  Our industry has looked at this under many different scenarios and 
hired outside CPA’s experienced with overlaying financial data with legislation and have continually found 
that experienced, previously profitable companies would be unable to survive this rule. (Study attached)  
Even if a company chooses to take on a million dollars of debt, which is only five sweepers, a finance 
company looking at CARB’s rosy picture of “except in a few key years” would laugh.  We also see in the 
news everyday what irresponsible debt can lead to. 
 
This phased elimination of sweepers is particularly disturbing as street sweepers actually pick up 10 to 1,000 
times more PM than they produce, including both PM10 and PM2.5.  If air quality is the goal then 
eliminating even the oldest, most polluting sweeper is counterproductive. 
 
Many state and local air quality rules require various industries to sweep at recommended intervals.  Private 
industry chooses to sweep considerably more often because it is the right thing to do and an effective air 
pollution and water pollution best management practice.  Raising the price of sweeping will reduce the 
sweeping that takes place and increase air pollution. 
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The over 40,000 private communities in California that have to pay for their own street sweeping will 
reduce frequencies or eliminate sweeping all together.   This will be a financial decision.  Unlike the 
suggestion in Appendix M that sweepers in residential neighborhoods are hazardous to resident’s health, 
street sweepers greatly improve the air and water quality in the neighborhoods where they work. 
 
While removing street sweepers from the rule would allow the board to be less stringent and achieve the 
same results, the entire rule should be scrapped.   With less polluting engines already entering the system 
and CARB’s own presentations showing pollution to be about the same in 2023 with or without this rule, 
this “speed up” is much too costly to the one million vehicles affected and the customers they serve.  This is 
like giving a normal child growth hormones when his parents are both 6’ 5”.  Just wait 10 years and avoid 
the costs and unknown side effects. 
 
It is curious that air pollution in California keeps getting better and better (remember the 1960’s), yet every 
CARB produced study shows health risks continuing to get worse.  During the recent fuel price hikes we 
drove something like a billion less miles per month, so shouldn’t the health studies “suggest” a downward 
curve with all this reduced pollution?  Where are the contrary studies funded by CARB that might “lead 
staff to believe” some risks may be overstated?  Is this a case where the judge is limiting the evidence the 
jury gets to hear, or is the judge only funding exhibits for the prosecution? 
 
I urge the board to avoid the impulse to “do something”; because that something is already on schedule to 
happen.   
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
Mark Carter 
NAPSA CA Vice Chairman 
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